PALTURAI EXPERIENCE FOR WEB
All features at a glance (1/2)

Master Data
Comprehensive data about companies and persons.
In addition to address and contact data, official commercial register details,
sector allocation including business purpose, and important key company
figures are clearly displayed.

Network
Visualization of P2C and C2C connections as a network.
In clear graphs both current and historical relationships are displayed, such as
decision, control and supervisory functions or shareholdings, contracts and
economic authorizations.

Structure
Visualization of ownership relationships as tree diagrams.
Direct shareholdings in or from other companies are displayed as hierarchical
shareholder structures, which can be further expanded by double-clicking on
selected nodes.

Ultimate Beneficial Owner
Determination of beneficial owners including investigation path.
Economically entitled persons are highlighted in color in the shareholder
structures of companies. The investigation path, if necessary across several
levels, is also displayed in the hierarchical structure. The threshold values of
10% or 25% can be set individually.

Shortest Path
Variants of shortest contact paths to targets.
Intelligent rule sets use your personal contacts and network relationships to
determine the shortest contact paths to target customers. These rules have a
maximum of four levels, and if there are several paths, the strongest paths
can be determined via filter options.
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Monitoring Service
Push message service to subscribed business partners.
Important business events are delivered immediately by e-mail and displayed
on the start page. These include changes in management, shareholders,
master data or company status.

Network Risks
Overview of risky partners in the environment.
Business partners with risk information such as insolvency, trouble spot or
country risk as well as inactive partners are identified and listed. Applies to
direct connections as well as to indirect (2nd level network).

Search
Targeted search for companies and persons.
Numerous search filters and user-friendly help functions support both the
targeted search for companies and persons. The creation of lists (e.g. lead
lists) is supported with individual selections with numerous parameters.

Publications
Commercial register notifications and annual reports.
All publications of the Commercial Register are sorted chronologically and
categorized. The annual reports are available for download in HTML or CSV
format.

Tagging
Customized marking of business partners.
The colored markings of important business partners (e.g. customers,
suppliers, leads or "trouble makers") make the various graphs and tables
more informative and clearer. Tags also support our algorithms, such as the
Shortest Path.
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